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Tree hashing has several advantages over sequential hashing such as
parallelism and a lower cost of hash value recomputation when only a
small part of the input changes. In this paper we consider the general
case of tree hashing modes that make use of an underlying (sequential)
hash function. We formally define tree hashing modes as algorithms for
constructing tree templates that are independent of the message content
and only depend on its length and hashing mode parameters. Such a tree
template consists of a number of node templates arranged in a tree. Each
node is a sequence of three types of template bits: message-independent
frame bits, message bits and chaining bits.
In our template framework, we formulate a set of four simple condi-
tions for a tree hashing mode to be sound. For the soundness, we base
ourselves on the indifferentiability framework introduced by Maurer et
al. in [2] and applied to hash functions by Coron et al. in [1]. We can
prove that for any tree hashing mode satisfying these four conditions, the
advantage in differentiating it from an ideal monolithic hash function is
upper bounded by q2/2n with q the number of queries to the underlying
hash function and n the length of the chaining values.
Our result allows readily constructing either general-purpose or ad-
hoc tree hashing modes that are provably sound. Moreover, we show how
to take the union of tree hashing modes that preserves soundness. Finally,
application to sequential hashing modes calling a fixed-input-length com-
pression function provides some interesting new insights.
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